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I Introduction 

By I May 2004, ten new member states are expected to join the European Union, pushing the eastern 
frontier of the EU further eastward - by roughly 500 miles in the case of Poland. While it was clear after 
1989, when the Iron Curtain was dismantled, that the present eastern frontier of the EU would be a 
temporary one, and that it would, within a decade or so (as anticipated then), be transformed into an 
internal frontier, sections of the prospective eastern frontier exude an air of greater permanence. The new 
eastern EU frontier will still leave a gap - or a 'grey zone' - between the EU and Russia. Romania and 
Bulgaria are earmarked fur joining the Union by 2007; Turkey is a candidate, but a contentious one. 1 No 
perspective is presently given for Moldova, the Ukraine and Belarus. One part of the furmer Yugoslavia
Slovenia- will be in by 2004; Croatia might prove eligible before too long; but what about Bosnia, Serbia 
and Montenegro, Macedonia, Kosovo and Albania?. Where are the borders of Europe? Where the 
boundaries for police co-operation? 

New 'threats' - organised crime and illegal migration - seemed to replace the Cold War military 
confrontation, demanding new responses in law enforcement and setting the agenda for police co-operation 
inside the EU and across its borders. The Balkans on the south-eastern, and Kaliningrad on the north
eastern frontier are regarded as be troublespots of particular concern when it comes to border management 
and the fight against cross-border crime 

The 1990 were a decade of profound change. The implementation of the Schengen Accords (1986 and 
1990) as from March 1995 were supposed to abolish internal controls in 'Schengenland' and to compensate 
for the demise of border controls at the internal frontiers by strengthening and harmonising controls at the 
external EU frontier. Police co-operation developed from traditional bilateral agreements and informal 
networks to the current plans of establishing a joint European border police force by the year 2007. 

This paper will look at the way the eastern external frontier of the EU and police co-operation along it have 
been transfOrmed since the early 1990s and to which degree the future eastern frontier has been prepared to 
become the external Schengen frontier of an enlarged EU .' 

I Transfrontier Police Co-operation 

Police co--operation across national boundaries has seen decades of ''uneven development" (Walker 
1998:165) in Western Europe. Progress has been slow and cumbersome, for three reasons. 

• The development of police CO..Qperation has been "unsteady" because it touches upon "an area which 
was one of the most traditional and closely guarded preserves of the state" (Walker 1998:169). 
Enforcing the law within its legal and territorial boundaries lies at the core of the doctrine of 
sovereignty. Co-operation between law enforcement agencies across international frontiers is regarded 
as a highly sensitive matter as it affects definitions of national sovereignty (Wolter 2000:77). 

• Many different agencies are involved in policing - particularly policing frontiers: national police 
forces~ customs officers, immigration services, the diplomatic service, the armed forces (Bigo 
2002:215) _on the nationalleve~ with different remits from country to country. 

• Different legal systems set different frameworks within which law enforcement agencies have to 
operate. 

Long before it was formalised and became an issue of European policy making, informal police contacts 
were developed across frontiers, mostly based on personal acquaintance and networks (Anderson et al, 
1996). Exchange of information through Interpol remained rudimentary (Anderson I 989). Often these 
contacts and collaborations were based on personal trost - and they were not always fully covered by legal 
provisions. Practices developed which were not in accordance with formal agreements (Anderson et al. 
1995, Santiago 2000). But with the dynamic evolution of European integration in the 1980s and early 
1990s, policing across boundaries and co-operation between different national police forces arrived firmly 
on the agenda. Trevi (1975) was a first milestone: an intergovernmental forum to develop counter-terrorism 
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and, later, anti-drug and organised crime strategies, but also emphasising police training and technology. 
From Trevi, the path led via Palma to the negotiations of the Schengen convention. 
When the 1985 and 1990 Schengen agreements came into force in 1995, they were intended to cope with 
the effects of dismantling identity checks on frontiers between member states by consequent strengthening 
and harmonisation of checks at the external frontier. Since free movement of persons also implied the free 
movement of criminals, persons wanted fur serious criminal offences or persons in need of protection or 
personae non grata were reported through the Schengen Infonnation System (SIS), available on-line in all 
the member states and at the major ports of entry to the EU. According to Evidence given to the House of 
Lords (Select Committee on European Communities Sub-Committee F, 9 January 1999), by 1999, about 
45,000 on-line access points were established and about 14 million records stored. A rapid response system 
(the national Sirene offices) was put in place in member states to act in c3se of any transfrontier criminal 
threat, or in case additional infonnation was required about persons or about the legality of a request. An 
upgraded system (SIS I!) was commissioned at the Tampere summit of 1999, to allow the incorporation of 
the accession states. It will open the· way for incorporating "identification material" (fingerprints, 
photographs, perhaps even DNA) as well as "intelli~ence markers" (covert infonnation), and a number of 
new agencies (Europol and Eurojust) will get access. 

In tandem with the Single Market, the remit of police co-operation was extended beyond the exchange of 
infonnation and the gathering of intelligence into the operational realm (den Boer 1998; 2000; Walker 
1998, 1999). Schengen was fonnally incorporated and integrated into the acquis communautaire in the 
Amsterdam Treaty of 1997, introducing the so-called "area of freedom, security and justice". 

This system inevitably had an effect on the neighbouring states of the European Union. Millions of people 
who could previously enter states without a visa found this was now a requirement because the Schengen 
agreements included a visa policy common to all Schengen states. Criminal law enfOrcement co-operation 
remained on a bilateral basis between member and non-member states of the EU, but the latter became 
aware of a new system of closer co-operation between the member states in this domain, reinforced by a 
new non-operational European police office, Europol, in The Hague (Santiago 2000). Europol's mandate is 
to support national law enforcement agencies in combating the following crimes: drug trafficking, illegal 
immigration networks, vehicle trafficking, trafficking in human beings (including the 'vice trade' and child 
pornography, furgery of money and other means of payment, trafficking in radioactive and nuclear 
substances, and terrorism- particularly after 11 September 2001. 

Since 2000, Europol is authorised to sign co-operation agreements with non-EU states (Europol 2000),' A 
Spanish-Belgian initiative, however, to widen the remit of Europol and give it operational powers was 
rejected by the European Parliament in June 2002. It would further reduce, the majority of MEPs argued, 
the already limited democratic control exercised by national parliaments. The Parliament recommended, 
instead, the integration ofEuropol into the Third Pillar (Justice and home Affairs) of the EU (Hausmann 
2002). 

Fonnal police co-operation at the external frontiers of the EU fulls into two categories: 

• Exchanges of liaison officers (Art.7 Schengen Convention), with the purpose of providing assistance 
and "permanent cooperation" between the member states. 

• Bilateral co-operation agreements (Art.47 Schengen Convention) to combat illegal immigration and 
organised crime. (Commission 2002) 

At the Tampere summit, the lack of progress in police co-operation was acknowledged. Among the 
considerations for improvement were "greater operational powers" for Europol. The Council also set up a 
Police ChiefS Task Force in which the Police Chiefs of the Member States have since had a furum for 
discussion and coordination.' And it initiated a European Police College or Academy (Council 2001), 
which was eventually founded in 2001.6 Its remit is the joint training of senior police officers, particularly 
in cross-border co-operation and combating organised crime. It is also to co-operate with existing police 
academies and associations like the Middle European Police Academy (MEPA, founded in 1993), the 
Association of European Police Colleges (AEPC) and the Association for European Law EnfOrcement Co
operation (ELEC). 
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As part of the bilateral arrangements for police co-operation, at the German-Polish and the German-Czech 
border, a continuous exchange of infunnation, common training programmes and daily exchange of notes 
had become practice by the mid 1990s (Bort 2002). In 1996, the European Commission started to sponsor 
joint seminars and a placement scheme for EU border police, aiming at a more integrated network of co
operation (Molle 1996). By the late 1990s,joint patrols and common border stations between Germany and 
Poland and Germany and the Czech Republic were introduced. Liaison officers were sent from Western 
agencies to the candidate countries (and beyond). 

Financial help fur the modernisation of police serevices was substantial. Poland alone received, between 
1997 and 200 I, nearly D40 mill for surveillance, computer and communication technology (Gnauck 200 I). 

Yet it was not only the EU, and in particular the EU states, who became active in police co-operation 
projects. In 1995, more than five years .befure the EU launched, half-heartedly, its Police Academy, the 
International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) was founded in Budapest, and the US State Department 
has since heavily invested in police training in Hungary (Bort 2002). Another US initiative is the Southeast 
European Cooperative Initiative (SECD. with its operative centre in Bucharest, where one police officer 
and one customs officer of each member state collaborate.' It started its work in November 2001 and 
supports national police forces. It has also established a Task Force on Human Trafficking 
(Bundeskriminalamt 200lb). Another US operator in the field is 'Project Harmony' which organises 
exchange and training programmes between the US and Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Russia and the 
Ukraine. 

But thel990s were not just characterised by a harmonisation and strengthening of external EU border 
controls. Upgrading border checkpoints, building new crossings, implementing new technology- all meant 
improvements in dealing with the increasing cross-border traffic. Yet still, there lingered the doubt as to the 
size of the investment into a border which was, if the Western rhetoric was anything to go by, very soon to 
become an internal Schengen frontier. 

Simultaneously, along the entire eastern frontier of the EU, cross-border Euroregions were established, 
promoting institutionalised co-operation, economically, culturally and in the field of security (Raich 1995, 
Bort 1998:98-100). The experience collected since the 1950s and 1960s in cross-border co-operation ~the 
internal frontiers of the EEC (particularly along Germany's western borders) seemed to be replicated at the 
EU's eastern frontier. This, in turn, was not uncontested, as it could be seen as a threat to the only recently 
regained sovereignty of the CEECs (Bort 1997). 

On the threshold of EU enlargement, the situation in police co-operation is complex. Not only are a 
diversity of national agencies (operating under different national legal frameworks), involved, civil and 
military law enfurcers, alongside with fledgling transnational police structures like EUROPOL and a 
plethora ofbilateral and multilateral networks and, increasingly, private operators, in an environment where 
internal and external security are mixed up in the same discourse. 

''Policing by network, policing by remote control: these are the new furms of control and surveillance in 
European societies" (Bigo 2002:213). Didier Bigo distinguished four varieties of networks operating 
currently: 

• Networks of administrative bodies in which customs officers, immigration offices, consulates and even 
private transport companies and private security companies join forces with the national police forces 
and gendarmes; 

• Networks of information technology, with the creation of national or European data files on wanted or 
missing persons, on those who have been denied residence, expelled, turned back at the frontier or 
refused asylum (SIS,lnterpol and Europol files); 

• Networks of liaison officers who have been sent abroiad to represent their governments and enable 
infonnation exchange; 

• Networks of semantics in which new doctrines and new concepts on conflict and political violence are 
developed. (Bigo 1999:69-70) · 
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Some practical examples would include: 

• At the first EU meeting of National Police Commissioners in Brussels in May 2001, high-ranking 
police and justice officials said an EU rapid reaction police force would be up and rurming within two 
years. Finn proposals were adopted by the meeting ofEU heads of state in Gothenburg in June of that 
year. The target, accordingly, is to have 5,000 police from the member states available to work in areas 
of crisis, such as Kosovo and East Timor. The EU's Foreign Policy chief Javier Solana announced a 
Police Unit at the EU's council secretariat as part of the new police-military structure that includes the 
military rapid reaction force. 

• In mid September 2002, the Irish gardai hosted a conference, attended by police experts from other 
European Union members states, Russia, Hungary, the US and Canada. They were joined by 
representatives from the European Commission and Europol as well as specialist garda units, including 

1 the Garda National Drugs Unit, the Criminal Assets Bureau, the Special Detective Unit and the Garda 
Bureau ofFraud Investigation. 

• The theme of the four-day conference was "An intelligence-led approach to 'targeting and disrupting 
the use of drug trafficking and money laundering as a means of funding terrorism". It was organised 
under the EU Budget Line programme and jointly funded by the Irish Department of Justice and the 
EU. International co-operation is crucial in targeting drug trafficking and money laundering by 
terrorists, and conferences such as this one are crucial for establishing networks fur the sharing of 
information. 

• The UK decided in October 2002 to have an elite 'flying squad' by March 2003, based at Dover, but 
with a remit to tackle illegal immigration at any EU border (Harris 2002; Dillon 2002). This proposal 
of a 'Mobile Detection Unit' - which would intercept illegal migrants befure they reached British 
territory and were able to apply fur asylum- is P.art of the EU efforts discussed at the Seville summit 
in June 2002 to strengthen border controls and increase security co-operation between member states. 

• Vice versa, a new UK Crime (International Co-operation) Bill aims at permitting fureign police and 
customs officers to run surveillance operations in Britain, for up to five hours without the involvement 
of British police, afterwards working alongside their British colleagues. The new rules, agreed between 
the EU states (with the exception of Ireland) were designed to allow foreign police to track suspects 
across frontiers- yet they do not include the right to make arrests (Burrell2002b). 

The Spanish presidency of the EU in the first half of 2002 made the fight against illegal migration a top 
priority. For the Spanish Prime Minister. Jose Maria Amar, international terrorism and "intensifying the 
struggle against illegal immigration" were the two dominant challenges for the EU (Woodworth 2002). 

A joint border police, shared visa standards, the development of a common visa database and increased 
powers fur Europol were part of a Spanish 'action plan' discussed by a meeting of the EU Ministers of the 
Interior at Santiago in February 2002 (Bolesch 2002a). Those plans are particularly supported by German 
politicians and police representatives, while Sweden and Finland are sceptical, and Italy expressed its 
preference for bilateral arrangements (Ridderbusch 2002). 

Brandenburg's Justice and European Affilirs Minister Kurt Schelter - one of the German architects of 
Schengen - explicitly supported the idea of a common European border police. He also pointed out that 
police co-operation between Germany, the EU and the neighbouring applicant countries still needed 
"completion" - synchronised, spyi)roof communcation frequencies and the networking of search 
computers were only two measures he mentioned (Heinen 2002). For the EU Commission, Justice 
Commissioner Antonio Vitorino introduced a strategy for a joint border police or, as the Commis ion calls 
it, a "European Corps of Border Guards" (Council 2002), begirming with a concept he called "integrated 
border protection" - the border authorities of the EU working together in a common body for risk 
assessment~ coordination of measures in times of crisis and working. towards hannonised methods and 
techniques. The common European border force would start operating at airports, the route most used by 
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illegal immigrants.' Vitorino expected the commonly financed body to be in place by 2007 (Bolesch 
2002b). And from 2008, the European satellite surveillance system 'Galilio' is supposed to keep a close eye 
on Europe's borders (Ridderbusch 2002). 

Tony Blair's and Jose Maria Aznar's plan of penalising countries of origin and transit countries which did 
not secure their borders sufficiently- the ugly 'forteress Europe' raising its head again- was rejected at the 
Seville summit. But neither was there a concrete decision about the joint border police project (Middel 
2002a). 

According to the Presidency Conclusions (Council2002), the following measures were decided at Seville: 
implementation befure the end of 2002 of 'joint operations at external borders", the "immediate initiation 
of pilot projects open to all interested Member States" and the "creation of a network of Member States' 
liaison officers." The following measures should be undertaken before June 2003: "preparation of a 
common risk analysis modeL..to achieve common integrated .risk assessmep.t11

, "establishment of a 
common core curriculum for border guard training and consolidation of European provisions concerning 
borders", and "a study by the Commission concerning burden-sharing between Member States and the 
Union for the management of external borders." 

In this maze of police co~operation within the EU. and "asymmetrical cooperation with CEECs", Didier 
Bigo defined three types of police co-operation already existing among EU members as "operational, 
technical, and institutional" (Bigo 2002:219). The first is the most traditional way of co-operation, bilateral 
and dating back to the very foundation of police forces in the nineteenth century: a plethora of bilateral 
agreements across Europe has been part of the process of Europeanisation, now extending towards the 
CEECs. Technical co-operation has been a phenomenon mainly connecting European countries with their 
ex-colonies and other Third World countries. Bigo points out how different technical and training standards 
and concepts (Interpol, Europol, English community policing, German information technology or Italoian 
anti-Mafia methods) compete for adoption in CEECs and sometimes sail pretty close to notions of "neo
colonialism"(Bigo 2002:220, 224). Institutional co-operation, finally, is still in its infancy, and it is a 
contentious issue. In the pre·accession pact on combating organised crime, six criteria for the CEECs were 
laid down: 

(I) an efficiently strructured police organisation with all necessary powers; 
(I) qualified personnel and technical equipment needed to combat crime; 
(2) an appropriate legal system and sufficient legal grounding; 
(3) rigorous gun legislation; 
(4) infallible protection·of computer data. 

In other words, they are subjected to a series of criteria that would make them models of 
behaviour even in comparison to established democracies. In so doing, EU members assume 
that the problems of transition and of adapting the police forces and various security agencies 
have already been solved. (Bigo 2002:225). 

Western police forces and authorities are willing to impose criteria and to give advice, but they lack trust 
and "are not prepared to work on a reciprocal basis." Institutional 00-{)peration thus takes on the 
characteristics of an "unequal relationship" (Bigo 2002:226). 

Ill Combating Organised Crime 

The threat posed by cross-order crime is by no means clearly defined or universally agreed. How big the 
threat of organised cross-border crime really is, is "a matter of judgement rather than fact". It is 
noteworthy, though, that a survey of crime statistics in Central and East European states revealed, despite 
the proviso of their actual accuracy, that "crime rates in the post-communist states have remained still 
considerably below those of many leading Western states" (Holmes 2001 ). 
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Sometimes one cannot but feel that the campaign against organised crime has had to serve as a surrogate 
for the Cold War enemy which had vanished after the full of the Wall: "The defeat of communism has 
created a 'threat vacuum' that has given rise to a search for new enemies" (Esposito 1994:19). The police, 
Peter Cullen has argued, "have an obvious institutional interest in painting the picture blacker than the 
reality" (Cullen 1997:5). The discourse on organised and cross-border crime has undoubtedly been 
instrumentalised by law enfOrcement authorities (Busch 1992). In Germany it was used "to endorse the 
'modernization' and 'professionalization' of the Gennan police force and to legitimize the extension of its 
arsenal of legal investigative tools to include, fur example, electronic surveillance" (von Lampe 1995:2). 
Didier Bigo has repeatedly argued that 

Security agencies do not simply respond to threats; they take part in creating them by 
objectitying them in their routine work, in the way they put their statistics together, in the 
hierarchy given to different dangers, in the priorities they set, in the technical solutions 
available, in the know-bow they thinkthey possess. (Bigo 2002:228). 

Yet, that is not to say that there is no threat from cross-border crime. Leslie Holmes has argued that, "at 
their most extreme, substantial rises in the proportion of illegality in international economic activity can 
destabilise national economies"(Holmes 2001:193). The rise in internal and cross,border crime in Eastern 
Europe, and particularly in the countries of the former Soviet Union, can be pinned down to the difficult 
transitional situation in these countries: post-communist states attempting, in Claus Offe's term, a "triple 
transition": the rapid and simultaneous transformation of their political systems, their economic systems, 
and their boundaries and identities (Offe 1996). 

This "triple transition" has been grafted upon a pre-1989 experience under communism, where corruption 
and dodging the state were part of the political culture, "creating an environment of institutionalised 
illegality" (Galeotti 1995:1). Economic decline had long laid the fOundations fur a shadow economy, befure 
the fraught transformation into market economies provided new opportunities for criminals to exploit 
deficiencies in inadequately-regulated markets which could not match demand and supply. Speculations go 
as fur as to claim that 70 % of the Russian economy is in the hands of East-European mafias (Kahlweit 
2002). Yet this is not just an internal problem of the post-communist countries. Europol's estimate speaks 
of "at least 80 organised crime groups with about 800 criminals" who act within the European Union 
(Europol 200 I).' There seems to be wide-spread interaction between organised criminals in post· 
communist states and established criminal structures in the West, as "all sorts of crime can cross borders" 
(Galeotti 1995:6) 

• street prostitution increased visibly on the German-Polish and German-Czech borders, as well as 
on the Austro-Czech and Austro-Slovak borders (Brandenburg 1998); 

• art theft has become an increasingly transnational phenomenon; 
• money laundering, one of the chief operations of transnational crime, has been - some sources 

argue- made even easier by the introduction of the Euro. 10 It is estimated that, annually, over $20 
billion are illegally brought from Russia to Western Europe (Kahlweit 2002) 

o Counterfeit software is smuggled throgh Poland and other CEEC countries (Urban 200 I) 
o car-smuggling peaked in the 1990s, with Poland as the centre of illegal activity. Thanks to 

increased co-operation between law enforcement, insurance agencies and car manufacturers (and 
due to the fucts that car assembly plants were built in Poland and Russia) this particular furm of 
illegal cross-border trafficking has decreased markedly, often replaced by drug, alcohol and 
cigarette soiuggling. 11 

o Bratislava is widely reported as havig been another centre for the "car-smuggling mafia", yet the 
city's "by far largest economic branch" is organised drug-trafficking and drug-related crime, 
based foremost on the heavy price difference between Bratislava and Vienna Gust 60 km apart). 
The situation is worsened by "insider views" that the police on the Slovak side is corrupt, so that 
little can be done against the "avalanche of drugs" coming through Bratislava (Berger 1997). 
Partly as a reaction to the Yugoslav wars, the classic "Balkan route" from Turkey through 
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Austria split into two: a southern route via Greece and Italy; 12 and a new 
northern route via Ukraine and Poland (Loose 1999). 
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• One of the most frequent features is passport forgery. In 1997 alone, German border police 
confiscated 1,700 fulse passports at the Polish border, mostly involving Polish citizens. But the 
real problems are stolen passports, passports issued under false naroes by the authorities, or 
passports sold to potential illegal migrants. These are hard to detect at the routine controls, even 
when fed through the Schengen computers (Schreiber 1998; Scherer 1999). 

• 11legal trade in arms and weaponry, and smuggling of nuclear substances, across the Iron 
Curtain was deemed impossible; now, customs officers at the German frontiers can hardly contain 
their amazement at what is being smuggled- quantities of up to 1,000 rounds of aromunition, 
anti-tank weapons, and hand grenades, often in small cars, adding the danger of explosions in case 
of an accident (Bort 1996:73). 

• organised human trafficking syndicates, often operating from places like Moscow, Minsk or 
Kiev, 13 but also from Georgia, Armenia and Asian countries, use the infrastructure of Red Army 
barracks and former Intourist agencies and the latest in navigation technology. It is estimated that 
human trafficking earns these organised, criminal cartels up to $5 bn a year. The most "popular" 
routes for human trafficking, according to the Bundesgrenzschutz, are the "eastern channel" 
(Almaty, Moscow, St Petersburg, Minsk, Vilnius) and the "Balkan channel" (Romania, Hungary, 
Moldova, Russia, Ukraine, Poland). 14 

• trafficking women for prostitution - mostly of Eastern European women (6,000 alone are 
brought illegally to Britain, France, Switzerland and the Netherlands every year), many of them 
minors, are furced into the sex trade (Specter 1998, Burrell2002a). 

There have been two predominant modes of reaction to the challenges of cross-border crime: increased 
security protection at borders, (yet not necessarily restricted to the actual borderline), and increased 
international cross-border co-operation. 

The latter has produced a degree of success. The 'Balkan Route' is used by criminal gangs to move 
thousands of economic migrants and asylum seekers from China, Iraq, Turkey and Romania to Western 
European countries. In 2001, the EU stepped up the fight against organised gangs using the Balkans to 
smuggle illegal immigrants, offering money and police advisers (a new dispatch of forty immigration and 
police officers) to cut off the influx. This built on signs of success, achieved since serious co-operation 
started in the late 1990s, when liaison officers from Germany and other EU countries were sent to Turkey 
and ten other states in Central and Eastern Europe. Police co-operation along the 'Balkan route' resulted in 
the biggest-ever seizure of heroin in 1998, 8,112 kilograms, up 17.3 percent compared with 1997 (Scherer 
1999). Along the 'Balkan Route', I, 736 alleged drug-traffickers were registered in 1998, against a figure of 
1482 in 1997 (Scherer 1999). Seizure of hard drugs was up 3 percent from 1997 to 1998, Ecstasy pills 35 
percent, and the volume of intercepted hashish and marihuana doubled (LOose 1999). A major organised 
criminal network "involved in trafficking women -fur sexual exploitation was smashed" in October 2002 in 
an operation coordinated by Europol and by R.O.S. Carabinieri, involving law enforcement agencies in 
eight EU and seven non-EU states. 80 arrests were made simultaneously in several countries (Europol 
2002). 

IV Illegal Migration 

In 2001, the EU countries had 380,000 applications fur asylum (Reynolds 2002)- altogether about half a 
million illegal migrants are estimated to cross the boundaries into Europe. The real figures might be 
substantially higher "(Ridderbusch 2002). Whether it is as high as 3 million might well be disputed, but 
there is no doubt that the rhetoric of 'floods of immigrants' has contributed to the rise of right-wing 
populists in The Hague, Paris, Vienna and Rome (to naroe but the most obvious) .. 15 A number of EU 
countries have tightened their immigration laws over he last year (Weidemann 2002, Hardie 2002, Osborn 
2002). The EU, as stated in the Taropere Declaration of 1999, is working towards a common policy on 
asylum and migration- from which the UK and Denmark, however, have opted out (Roxburgh 2002). 

Readmission treaties between the EU member states and all of the accession states were signed in the 
1990s. In November 2002, Germany signed a readmission agreement with Albania Yet, according to 
figures issued by the German Migration Council, there are between 700,000 and 900.000 eastern Europeans 
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"sitting on their packed suitcases" (Connolly 2002)- the eastward enlargement of the EU, it is argued, 
could bring up to 5 million immigrants from Poland, the Czech Republic, Hungary and Slovakia- aiming 
mainly for Germany, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria and ltaly. 16 Poland, under particular pressure from 
Germany17

, has already agreed to a transitional arrangement which will not allow its citizens the freedom to 
work in other EU countries for the first seven years, in return fur the guarantee that other EU citizens 
(mainly Germans) will not be able to buy land in Poland .fur twelve years. 
In the notorious strategy paper concerning the Geneva Convention, which the Austrian government 
formulated during Austria's presidency of the EU (and which was withdrawn after paramount criticism), the 
whole refugee problematic was categorised under "ilJegal migration", and linked migration policies 
explicitly with policies against organised crime (Prantl1998). Yet, the Dublin Convention (1990) and the 
Schengen Agreements had already equated the threat of migration with the fight against drugs, acts of 
terrorism and international, cross· border and organised crime. 

The discourse of migration control has thus become intricately linked with the discourses on crime and 
security in what JefHuysmans and Didier Bigo have both called a process of"securisation".(Bigo 1999:69, 
Huysmans 1995). Security has become a much broader concept, compared with the focus on military 
concerns which dominated the discourse until the changes of 1989/90, encompassing new risks and threats 
to society, the economy and the polity itself (Zielonka 1991). This constitution of a security continuum, 
including the control of frontiers and immigration among police activities in the fight against crime is, Bigo 
argues, "not a natural response to the changes in criminality", but rather a proactive mixing of crime and 
immigration issues (Bigo 1999:67 -{;8). Barry Buzan· has coined the term "societal security", describing the 
shift of security concerns from protection of the state to protection against threats, or perceived threats, 
against society and identity, or the identity and security of groups within a society (Buzan 1991 :18-19). 

It is undeniable that the security of individuals has become deterritorialised (Bigo 1999:73). The border line 
itself is still of great symbolic importance, but in anti-crime strategies we have seen a return of the marches 
- spatial co-operation in border zones and way beyond borders. Internal security now implies collaboration 
with foreign countries and is thus linked to foreign policy, and the 1980s and 1990s marked the beginning 
of a public debate on policing, coinciding with the emergence of a discourses on urban insecurity and the 
city on the one hand, and discourses on stopping immigration of unskilled workers on the other (Anderson 
etal.l995, Sheptycki 1995,1996). 

This debate has been accompanied by massive investment in border security. At the eastern borders of 
Germany there is now a higher concentration of border police 1han at any other border of Europe. 
Following German unification, the manpower of 1he Bundesgrenzschutz (BGS) was nearly doubled 
between 1989 and 2000, from 25,000 to over 40,000 border guards; 1he budget of the BGS rose in the same .. 
period from £0.43 bn to £0.96 bn. Surveillance technique is state of the art, and highly expensive. One 
thermo-nightsight spyglass costs c.£70,000 (Mai 1998). 

All this in order to make 1he net tighter. Yet even hardliners had to admit that there are limits to control. A 
democratic country, eschewing walls and barbed wire would not be able to have a hermetically closed 
frontier (Scherer 1996). Not to speak of the human costs: a particularly sad chapter are the casualties at the 
border, particularly refugees drowning in the Oder and Neisse rivers, led by their smugglers to remote river 
banks and dangerous currents because these are the least policed spots of the border." Nearly a hundred 
corpses have been fished out of 1he rivers in 1he past few years, a watery grave putting an end to journeys 
which often had covered thousands of miles (Kaltenborn 1997, Lesch 1998). 

The question is twofuld: is it humane to drive more and more people into the arms of reckless criminals 
who put their lives at risk? And does investment in control, particularly at the eastern frontier of the EU, 
deliver value for money? In the long-run, intensified police and security co-operation seems far more 
promising than concentrating on border security, with its drawbacks in cross*border communication and 
co-operation. Stiffening frontier controls in an attempt to prevent illegal migration does boost the activities 
of human traffickers. Even genuine refugees and asylum seekers are forced to use the expensive services of 
poop le smugglers. 
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It cannot be stressed enough that "the migrant is not the criminal; he or she is the victim of crime". 19 If 
there is a connection between illegal migration and organised crime, it is human trafficking. And human 
trafficking is not a consequence of open borders, but of closed borders. Raising the fence and tightening 
border control drives would-be refugees are driven into the arms of organised human smugglers. 

The EU summit at Tampere (1999) marked a clearer separation of migration and crime issues, 
acknowledging that security at the present and future borders of the EU can best be guaranteed through co
operation - rather than by repression and exclusion. Refming border controls as a means of exclusion may 
often be seen as a response to the threat to societal security. Yet reinforced borders- the fortress mentality 
which is part of much Schengen criticism - are no longer really conceivable as practical solutions fur 
internal security needs. 

V Schengen's Long Shadow 

One of the overarching strategies by EU agencies in the preparation of the candidate countries for accession 
was assisting them in becoming capable of managing the future Eastern frontier of the EU as a Schengen 
border. Without having much of an input into the evolving Schengen regime, the long shadow of Schengen 
reached to the Bug and Carpathian regions and changed the candidate countries' border regimes. Efficiently 
policing their external non EU-frontiers became a condition for entry into the European Union. The 
equation looks simple: the candidate' countries' EU borders would be opened to the degree that they closed 
their frontiers to their eastern neighbours. 

Poland agreed to invest massively in combating cross-border crime and illegal migration at its 800 miles of 
the future EU eastern frontier with Belarus and Ukraine. The EU has already spent a 100 million in aid of 
the fortification of Poland's eastern borders (Fietcher 2002). According to a deal with the EU in July 2002, 
Poland will employ an additional 3,200 border guards, bringing the force up to 18,000 by 2006. Poland is 
also to buy seven new helicopters at a cost ofo2Sm and two light aircraft (D6.5m) over the next six years. 
At Poland's eastern frontier, already undergoing an Dl6m upgrade, the distaoce between watchtowers will 
be narrowed to 20 km. By 2004, Poland will have 94 border posts along its 'green frontier', 30 of them 
'official border crossing points'.20 

Thus, the poorest countries of the EU will have to carry the burden to guard the -security of the wealthy 
western EU states. Admittedly, the EU has provided D340m for the candidate countries' effurts at upgrading 
their frontiers, but the economic consequences of a tighter frontier regime will have to be met by 
economically weak and peripheral regions. Ukraine recently received ol million.fur. infrared detectors. and .. 
vehicles to patrol its borders (Franchetti 2002). 

Poland's accession will mean new restrictions to travellers from Belarus and Ukraine." From July 2003, 
they will need entry visas (ol4), which could harm local trans-border economies. Alllhis has led Joanna 
Apap, a senior research fellow at the Centre fur European Policy Studies, to argue: "If we start creating a 
new Berlin Wall and, with it, the marginalisation of countries on the other side, we risk that these nations 
will be demotivated from trying to progress. They may also not co-operate on security with police." (Castle 
2002a) When the President of Belarus was refused a visa for the NATO summit in Prague he threatened to 
"open the frontier and let thousands of refugees and drug dealers escape to Western Europe." The 
Europeans would "come crawling and begging us to cooperate in the fight against drug trafficking and 
illegal migration."22 

At the European Union-Ukraine summit in Copenhagen in July 2002, the two partners agreed "that 
fundamental elements of our co-operation are efforts to combat organised crime, including trafficking in 
human beings, stolen goods, moey laundering and corruption, as well as illegal migration." The Joint 
Statement went on to welcome Ukrainian efforts at developing "a system of efficient and comprehensive 
border management on all Ukrainian borders" and looked forward to a "successful conclusion of the 
negotiations on a readmission agreement." (EU 2002 
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Kaliningrad, a Russian enclave, will be cut off from Russia by the EU's external Schengen frontier once 
Poland and Lithuania will have joined the EU. The EU has rejected demands fur a sealed corridor through 
which Russians in transit could travel, arguing instead in favour of multi-entry visas. But any visa demands 
met with fierce Russian resistance. The wealth gradient between Kaliningrad and its naighbours is already 
very steep; and it is supposed to increase when Lithuania and poland join the EU. Some fear that 
Kaliningrad could become an 'open door' fur illegal immigration and cross-border crime (Middel 2002b). In 
October 2002, after months of acrimonious debate, the EU and Russia agreed to a compromise. Lithuania 
was to regulate using a simple 'transit document'. By November this had become a multiple re-entry transit 
pass which, until the end of 2004, can be used in conjunction with internal Russian identification 
documents rather than international passports (EU 2002). The EU also agreed to a feasibility study for a 
'rail corridor' - an upgraded non-stop high-speed railway connection between Kaliningrad and Russia, 
which would offer the long-term possibility of transit without identity checks (Wernicke 2002, Castle 
2002b ). In the short-term, there still are worries, in Lithuania, that this agreement could compromise the 
country's unhindered entry into Schengen (Urban 2002). For Kaliningrad, there are long-term concerns. 
Only a comprehensive development plan - with substantial contributions from both the EU and Russia
will prevent the enclave from becoming a permanent problem zone (Timmermann 2002: 308). 

Poland's appeals regarding an active EU policy of economic co-operation must not go unheard. Otherwise 
we enter into a vicious circle at the future eastern frontier of the EU: sealing the frontier will enhance the 
misery beyond the border and thus reinfurce the pressure on the border, which in turn will spurn attempts at 
closing the border even more bermetically. The example of the US-Mexican border has shown that this 
concept does not work. While the US government poured more money than ever into the fortification of the 
'tortilla curtain', a record number of illegal immigrants entered the country. 

Marek Borowski, a member of the Polish Parliament, emphasised Poland's position: 

In joining the European Union, Poland would not like to be a bulwark fur an affiuent, 
isolationist Europe. We believe that the gradual involvement of Ukraine in the common 
economic space is in the unquestionable interest of the EU. It is at the least as important as 
good co-operation with the Kaliningrad district of the Russian Federation (Borowski 2002). 

Lurking behind discussions about the frontier regime at the future EU borders is the debate about the 
finalite d'Europe. Will there be a perspective for Ukraine, or is it too big to be incorporated, too close to 
Russia to be part of the EU? And what about Belarus, the ailing partner of Russia? And what about Russia 
itself? "Where does Europe. stop?" Romano Prodi, The Commission President, asked in a recent interview 
in a Dutch newspaper. And his answer was: "The Balkan nations will probably join, they are part of this. 
Turkey is an official candidate, that is clear. 23 But Morocco, Ukraine or Moldova. I see no reason for that." 
(De Volkskrant, 27 November 2002). 

The future external frontier ofthe EU cannot be a rigid barrier; it will have to be what Raimund Kriimer has 
termed a 'co-operative border' (Kriimer 1997:95), balancing security, protection, communication and 
exchange, enhancing trust across the frontier. The boundaries of police co-operation have always 
transcended the boundaries of the EU, and they will keep on doing so after enlargement 

The debate about a joint border police is ambiguous, too. Is it, as Prodi emphasised, a matter of shared 
burden (it being unfair to leave the accession states shouldering the entire weight of securing the EU's 
external frontiers) or a matter of not trusting the new member states with the task of keeping criminals out 
ofEU territory? 

What is without doubt, is that the dichotomy of open/closed borders does not work. If you want trust 
building through international and cross-border CO-<>peration at borders of the EU, it is necessary to achieve 
a balance between economic, administrative and security co-operation. The alternative looks more like 
European integration versus .European neo~colonialism. Danuta HUhner, as Secretary of State for European 
Integration, Poland's representative in the Convention on the Future of Europe, put it in a nutshell: "The 
best recipe to counteract importing instability is to export stability." (HUhner 2002) 
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Notes 

1 EU Membership of Turkey is supported by the UK and, externally, by the US. It impinges on the EU's rapid reaction 
force (NATO member Turkey threatens to block the use ofNATO command and control assets by the EU force), and 
on the 'fmalite d-Europe- it would be a country mainly located in Asia Minor and predominantly Muslim. Because of 
the interdependent themes of Cyprus, NATO and EU membership, Turkey's candidate status is expected to be a 
dominant issue at the December EU summit in Copenhagen. (Macintyre 2002) 
2 This paper restricts itself to the Eastern frontier of the EU. For aspects of the Mediterranean frontier see Anderson and 
Bort (1998b) and in particular the contributions by Anderson, Leo and Skok in that voilume. 
3 These changes have led groups like Statewatcb to talk ofSIS II as the EU's 'Big Brother' (Statewatch 2002) 
4 Such agreements have been signed since with Estonia (October 2001 ), and subsequently, mnong others, with Iceland, 
Norway, Hungary, Poland and Slovenia 
5 The Working Group on 'Freedom, Security and Justice' of the European Convention took evidence which indicated 
that the Task Force of Police Chiefs "does not currently perfonn the role envisaged by the Tampere Council" 
(European Convention 2002:2). 
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6 Albeit only as a 'virtual' Academy. organising seminars in various Member States- the location of secretariat of a 
~enuine' Police Academy is yet to be decided. 

Member states are Albania, Bosnia and Hercegowina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Macedonia, Moldova, Romania, Slovenia, 
Turkey and Hungary. 
8 In preparation for their plans for a common border police force, twenty European countries carried out a joint 
crackdown on 25 airports between 25 April and 21 May 2002. More than 4500 illegal immigrants were identified and 
ahnost 1000 false identity documents seized. 500 sanctions against airlines were taken. 
9 But note: Didier Bigo has this to say about Russian mafias in France: "In France, inquiries carried out by criminal 
investigation police have shown that French territory serves as a holiday resort for Russian nouveaux riches but that 
mafia activity is virtually non-existent and is a product of journalistic imagination in search of an exciting subject." 
(Bigo 2002 :229) 
10 Prague developed the dubious attribute of being the money-laundering capital for, among others, the Chechnya 
mafm. operating from there in conjunction with shady Liechtenstein firms (Brandenburg 1998). The financial service 
centres of Geneva, Zurich, Zug and Lugano in Switzerland are, according to a report by the Federal Police Office in 
Berne, affected by organised money laundering. More than 150 persons and 90 flftils resident in Switzerland are 
suspected to have dealings with the Russian Mafia (Colonego 1999). A report of Confcommercio, an umbrella 
organisation ofltalian tourism, catering and trade organisations, claimed that up to one-fifth of the banks, restaurants 
and bars, estate agencies, gold and antiqUes businesses, travel agencies and shops in Italy wefe in the hand of organised 
criminals: 15 percent of all hotels, 24 percent of all building sites, 25 percent offmancial services and 70 percent of the 
cement market and of the manufacturing of imitation brand clothing (Brilll999). 
11 The German BKA praised the co-operation with Warsaw: "When trust is established, we receive more information 
from our partners in Poland than from Paris or Madrid" (Gnauck 2001). Cigarettes are mostly smuggled by organised 
gangs from Lithuania and Poland to Gennany, or through Gennany to Belgium, Holland and the UK (Bundeskrinalamt 
2001a). 
12 Italy's log coastline makes the country one of the main points of entry into Europe for illegal migrants and human 
traffickers. 
13 In the Ukraine, a false passport costs $1000, a visa $500, the illegal transport across the mostly 'green frontief' of 
ll43 km between $1000 and $5,000 (Zekri 2002). 3,500 Illegal migrants are caught every year crossing Ukrains 
Carpathian mountain border in an attempot to reach the West via Poland, Slovak.ia, Romania or Hungary (Franchetti 
2002). 
14 The Stiddeutsche Zeitungnoted the connection between the drastic tightening of the German asylum laws in 1993 
and the increase of illegal migration. As the door was closed in the face of asylum, refugees have been driven into the 
anns of unscrupulous human smuggling organisations, paying up to £5,000 per head for their services (Schwennicke 
1997. Schneider 1998). According to the BKA, the late 1990s and early 2000s have seen a shift in balance away from 
east-west trafficking (perhaps due to a more stable situations in ex-Yugoslavia) towards the mediterranean member 
states (Bundeskriminalamt200la). 
15 Throughout 2002, Britain was obsessed by Sangarte, the French Red Cross Centre close to Calais (and the 
Eurotunnel)- a "magnet and jumping off point" for illegal entry into Britain. It was finally closed at the beginning of 
December 2002 (fravis 2002). 
16 Bearing in mind that forecasts in the case of the southern enlargement of the 1980s were wide of the mark, one 
should be careful about such predictions. EU Commissioner Gilnter Verheugen, in an interview, indicated that 'a 
majority of research studies" are estimating "between 70,000 to 150,000 would come annually from the eight CEEC 
applicant countries, with 80% of those workers aiming for G.ennany and Austria. Studies including family members 
and students arrive at higher figures." (Verheugen 2001) V erheugen also makes the important point that accession to 
the EU will {hopefully) improve the perspectives within the new member states and thus reduce the need or inclination 
to emigrate. 
17

. The German Chancellor Gerhard SchrOder started in December 2000 to demand transitional arrangements for labour 
markets, i.e. a seven·year moratorium on free movement of workers from CEEC states after joining the EU (Fahrenholz 
2000). 
1
.
8 On a much grander scale of human suffering are the number of people drowned in the Mediterranean, crossing from 

Albania and North Africa into Portuga~ Spain and Italy. 
19 Achim Hildebraildt of the Gennan Project Group on VisaHannonisation (Ministry of the Interior) at the Colloquium 
"Schengen Still Going Strong: Evaluation and Update" (5 February 1999). 
20 Like state-of~tbe·art Bobrowniki. with its 250 customs officers, border guards and ~dministrative staff; controlling 
the flow of over a thousand lorries, cars and buses across a bridge over he Swisloc.z River (Fletcher 2002). 
21 This will affect national minorities, in particular tens of thousands of Polish-speakers in the Ukrainian and Belarus 
borderlands. 
22 In Belarus, every year about 3000 people are caught attempting to illegally cross the frontier into Poland, Lithuania 
or Latvia. (Suddeutsche Zeitung, 15 November 2002) 
23 Only a few weeks before Prodi's interview, The European Conventions convener, Valerie Giscard d'Estaing publicly 
denied Turkish membership aspirations. 
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Although questions comprised by the third pillar of the European Union- Justice and 

Home Affairs /JHA/ maybe found already since 1975 11 they are occurred their legal 

justification as the III pillar of the European Union in the VI Chapter of the Treaty on the 

European Union concluded in Maastricht on 7 February 1992, similarly as the !I pillar 

/Common Foreign and Security Policy/. JHA is based mainly upon intergovernmental co

operation, but the Treaty of Amsterdam has widened competence of the European Parliament 

and the European Court of Justice in JHA matters. The Treaty changed also a manner of 

decision- making of the Council of the EU in many issues. It introduced instead of unanimity 

rule the Qualified Majority Voting 21
• 

Co-operation in JHA is defined in articles 29-32 of the Treaty on the European 

Union 31
• It consists of: 

a. Prevention of organised or other crime and fight against it, especially against terrorism, 

white - slave traffic and crimes against children, against drug and weapons trafficking, 

peculation and corruption in the ways: 

• by closer co-operation among police forces, customs and other institutions directly or 

through the mediation of the EUROPOL; 

• closer co-operation among courts; 

• harmonisation of the penal law among the EU member states. 

b. Police co-operation through: 

• operational co-operation of police forces, customs and other institutions that are 

checking up to abide law concerning prevention, detection and persecution of crimes; 

• gleaning, collecting, converting, analysis and exchange of essential information which 

are acquired about doubtful financial deals; 

• cooperation and common initiatives in training, exchange of liason and delegated 

officers, use of equipment and criminologic research; 

• common estimation of particular investigative techniques concerning detection of 

major organized crime; 

• establishment of a research, documentary and statistical network connected with 

border crirninality. 

c. Judicial co-operation in penal cases: 

• facilitation and acceleration of cooperation in proceedings and execution of verdicts; 
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• facilitation of extradition; 

• harmonisation of provisions concerning this co-operation in EU member states; 

• prevention of conflicts of competence among the member states; 

• carrying of minimal norms concerning feature of a crime and penalties applied to 

organized crime, terrorism and drug trafficking. 

Furthermore JHA comprises also questions connected with acquis communautaire of 

Schengen agreement41 establishment and activities of European Judicial Network51 
, 

harmonisation of civil law, mutual recognition of verdicts, better access to justice and 

establishment of European Space of Justice 61
• 

Some questions according to the Amsterdam Treaty has been transferred into the I 

pillar. There are: 

• internal and external border controls with visa rules concerning stays not longer than 3 

months; 

• asylum policy; 

• migration; 

• rules concerning legal residents in one of the EU member states to admit for permanent 

stay in other EU member states; 

• burden-sharing in reception and care about refugees and expelled persons among EU 

member states; 

• judicial co-operation in civil cases with the outcome for the development of the internal 

market; 

• administrative co-operation in above mentioned fields. 

The Polish council of Ministers passed position for negotiations with the EU in JHA 

on October 5th, 1999. 

The Polish government stated a date of Poland's readiness to EU membership on the 

31st December 2002. It is now known, that the membership of Poland and other 9 candidate 

countries will occur on the I st May 2004. 

The government accepted and declared to implement the acquis comunnautaire in JHA 

and the acquis of Schengen. Poland won't claim there either any transitional periods nor 

derogations. 

There was emphasised that Poland won't be able to implement acquis instruments that 

are open only for EU member states before the entry into the EU. However Poland declared 

its full readiness in stating their implementation after Poland's accession into the EU. 
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Poland refused to joint to following legal measures comprised in the JHA acquis: 

• European convention on international validity of penal verdicts concluded in Den Haag on 

281
h May 1970; 

• European convention on transmission persecution in penal cases concluded in Strasbourg 

on 151
h May 1972; 

• Agreement on illegal contraband by sea which is implementation of art. 17 of UN 

convention on illegal drugs and psychotropic substances trafficking concluded in 

Strasbourg on 31 51 January 1995. 

The first both conventions were outworked in the framework of the Council of Europe. 

Poland doesn't consider proper to participate there but if these conventions will be generally 

accepted by EU member states as a standard, Poland is ready to reconsider its position. 

In the framework of European Political Community the EC member states outworked 

a convention on transformation of criminal persecution in 1990 and a convention on execution 

of foreign penal verdicts in 1991. 

Poland declares to implement the both conventions after its entry into the EU. 

Whereas Poland's joining into the Agreement doesn't fmd any justification, because 

the EU member states haven't put it into practice. Germany and Norway have only been 

parties of this Agreement. If the Agreement will be compulsory in the EU, Poland will 

reconsider its position. 

Poland committed itself to act in order to implement and to put into practice the JHA 

acquis before 31 51 December 2002. These issues were formulated as priorities in short and 

medium period in the governmental act on "Partnership for Membership". In the framework 

of those priorities there are conducted cycles of training for officials who are dealing with 

these questions and for policemen and border guards. 

Concerning particular !HA questions the positions of Poland are following: 

Asvlum 

Poland accepts and will implement a whole of the acquis communautaire in this field. 

Already now the Polish law is considerably compatible with the Community law and the 

acquis. Only entry to the Dublin convention will be possible after accession into the EU. 

Implementation of all legal measures concerning asylum was finished by 2002, a.o. 

through amendment of a bill on foreigners on 251
h June 1997. 

External border 

The Polish law is generally compatible with the acquis in this field. 
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It is necessary to change the above mentioned bill on foreigners through introduction of 

airport transitional visas and concerning the period of a stay on the grounds of the transitional 

visa /from 6 to 3 months/; parameters of transitional ·visas /introduction besides the single 

and multitimes transitional visas also the doubletimes ones and change of a transit periode 

from 2 to 5 days/. 

Migration, admission and readmission 

Poland accepted and declared implementation of the entirety of the Community law. 

Now being in force the Polish law is in principle compatible with the EU law 71
• 

To make compatible the Polish visa policy with EU standards there were necessary for 

introduction ofobligation to possess visas for 15 states which had agreements with Poland 

about visa free border movement. It concerns following states: Azerbeidjan, Byelorussia, 

Bulgaria, Georgia, Kazach Republic, Cuba, Kyrgystan, Moldova, Mongolia, Russia, 

Romania, Tadjikistan, Turkmenistan, Ukraine and former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. 

It needs organisational and technical preparation of border staff and of the Polish consulates 

in these countries in order to increase a number of delivered visas and to decrease time of 

expectation for the visas. Therefore it is necessary to increase a number of staff in Polish 

embassies and consulates dealing with delivering of visa in these conutries; to establish new 

consulates and to provide to the new and the already existing ones with modern technical 

equipment in order to enable efficiently and promptly drawing up an increased number of the 

VISas. 

By 1999 Poland spent for such proposes 62,7 m1n PLN. A total amount Were 824 m1n 

PLN in 2000-2002 years, i.e. 222 mln EUR 81
. 

Organised crime, frauds and corruption 

Polish law is in principle compatible with the EU law in this field. Poland undertook 

actions in order to strengthen responsible institutions and services for the fight against the 

organised crime. Police units on the fight against the organised crime and against drugs 

trafficking have been centralized und submitted under the Chief-Commandant of Police. It has 

enabled to undertake more efficient operational and investigate work. 

EU provisions concerning to EUR0£01 will be implement after Poland's entry into 

the EU, because then Poland will be eligible to access there. 

Fight against drugs trafficking 

The Polish law is generally compatible with the EU one in this field. In the case of 

Common Action on information exchange, risk estimation and checking of new synthetic 
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drugs and concerning of included there a list of precursors, Poland declared its will to state 

more precisely the list of the precursors. 

Poland is a party of all conventions comprised the· acquis except above mentioned 

Agreement on illegal contrabanda by sea in implementation of art. 17 of UN Convention on 

illegal drug trafficking and psychotronic substances. 

Terrorism 

The Polish law is in principle compatible with the EU one except Common Action 

about making and conducting of dates including attributes, skills and knowledge in the field 

of fight against terrorism in order to faciliate cooperation in struggle against terrorism among 

the EU states on IS'h October 1996. This act is open only to the EU member states. 

Police co-operation 

Poland accepted the EU law and declared implementation· of regulations of the 

Schengen Agreement in this field. The Polish law is in principle compatible with the EU law, 

including provisions on cross-border observation and cross-border pursuits, however 

conditions and scale of the cross-border pursuit will be settled during negociations according 

to the art.41 of the Schengen Agreement. 

There is training of policemen about proceedings used by police forces according to 

the EU law and teaching of foreign languages. 

Co-operation of customs staff 

The Polish law is compatible with the acquis of the European Communities. Some 

particular questions concern the Custom Union that is not comprised in the Ill pillar. 

Judicial co-operation in penal cases 

Poland accepted and declared implemention of the EU law, though it doesn't join to 

above mentioned Convention of the Council of Europe about international validity of penal 

verdicts and about transmission of penal proceedings. The causes for this are explained above. 

In the first order there are introduced changes in implementation of the open for 

Poland legal measures concerning corruption and money laundering, i.e. the OECD 

convention of fight against corruption of foreign officials in international commercial 

transactions and convention about laundering, coming to light, seizure and confiscation of 

incomes that coming from a crime. These changes consist particularly of introduction of 

regulations enabling penalisation of corruption of the officials from foreign countries; 

execution of foreign verdicts about confiscation and temporary seizure of property; 

introduction of administrative responsibility for corruption to corporate bodies. There will be 

fulfilled changes enabling penalisation of corruption in private sector. Changes enabling 
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implementation of Convention on protection of fmancial interests of the European 

Communities together with addenda and on fight against corruption of officials of the 

European Communities or officials of the EU member states-will be introduced after Poland's 

entry into the EU. 

The Polish law enables direct implementation of ratified international agreements, 

what facilitates the implementation proceedings of the acquis. It reduces a number of 

necessary changes of the domestic law. 

Co-operation in civil cases 

Poland accepts the whole of acquis concerning cooperation in civil cases. Poland has 

already been a part of all included to the acquis conventions that are outworked in the 

framework of the Hague Convention of the International Private Law and is realising this co

operation on their grounds. 

Other conventions, I.e. Convention of 1987 that abolishes a duty concerning 

legalisation of documents among the EU member states; Convention of 1997 concerning 

servings and notifications of judicial and non-judicial documents in the civil and commercial 

cases in the EU member states, Poland will be able to ratify Convention of 1990 concerning 

simplification in collection of alimonies and Convention of 1998 about jurisdiction and 

execution of verdicts issued in matrimonial cases after its entry into the EU. Possibility of 

direct implementation of these conventions excludes necessity for making of any 

implementational changes. 

Lugano Convention of 1988 about jurisdiction and execution of judicial verdicts in 

civil and commercial cases, Brusseler Convention of 1968 about jurisdiction and execution of 

judicial verdicts in civil and commercial cases and Rome Convention of 1980 about the 

proper law for contractual recognizances have been comprised by screening in framework of 

the I pillar 91
• 

The European Union assumed its attitude towards the Poland's position m the 

Common Position published on 24.May 2000. It comprises 10 main points: 

1. Data protection- in order to comply acquis, especially to participate in the SIS, police and 

customs cooperation, Poland shall ratify Convention of the Council of Europe about 

protection of persons in connection with automatic convertion of personal datas that has 

been passed in Strasbourg in 1981 .. 

2. Visa policy. The regulation ofEC nr 1683/95 defining general visa matters, categories and 

kinds of the visas, introduction of their uniform form, shall be ratified. Consular 

instructions, namely provisions about representation of a responsible state for delivering 
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of visas and a question of airport transit visas together with a list of countries that are 

included by obligation to possess the visas, should be implemented. 

• 3. External borders. There was made an attention to the art.6 of the Convention realizing the 

Schengen Agreement stating that the control on the external borders shall be made in an 

equal level and according to uniform rules. It is necessary to adopt provisions about the 

SIS. It was recommended to introduce an efficient border control towards Russia, 

Byelorussia and Ukraine likewise in airports and in harbours. Poland was asked to explain 

existing simplified procedure to cross its border. 

4. Migration. The European Union asked Poland to improve the readmission and expulsion 

of foreigners, to improve co-operation among organs and institutions responsible for 

implementation of the law about foreigners. 

5. Asylum. Ratification by Poland the Dublin Convention of 15.September 1990 is 

especially important. Poland shall explain the used procedure towards people who are 

applying for the asylum, if they don't deliver application in a necessary dead-line. In 

opinion of the EU introduction of new legal provisions shorten time necessary for asylum 

proceedings. 

6. Police co-operation. EUROPOL is able to conclude contracts, therefore Poland shall enter 

into full cooperation with it. It shall be also applied towards the Common Action of 

14.0ctober 1996 defining a common system of initiatives of the EU member states 

concerning liason officials and demands of the Schengen Agreement about the direct 

pursuit and cross-border supervision. Poland shall also pay attention to questions of co

ordination between police forces and to introduct an integrated computer investigation 

system available for proper police forces· and to implement programmes of special training 

in proceedings - and police techniques and in questions of professional ethics of staff 

who is dealing with the fight against the organized crime. 

7. Fight against frauds and corruption. Poland shall adopt and ratifY OECD convention of 

1997 about fight against corruption in international economic transactions and the Second 

Protocol on 19 June 1997 to the Convention about protection of the EC fmancial interests 

taking especially into. account art. 7 concerning cooperation among police, judicial and 

European Commission organs in the framework of the OLAF. 

8. It is recommended that Poland will be prepared to participate in European Information 

System about Drugs and Drug Habits IREITOX/ and the European Monitoring Centre for 

Drugs and Drug Habits /EMCDDA/ what is directly connected with adoption of the 

regulation of the Council of EC nr 302/93 and the Common Action of 16 June 1997. 
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Above all Poland shall create its domestic actions strategy in drugs matters compatible 

with the EU strategies. 

9c · Customs co-operation. Poland shall adopt the EU Convention about customs co-operation 

and the Common Action of 29.November 1996 about fields of the co-operation between 

the customs services and economic organisations in fight against drug trafficking. Poland 

ought to deliver information about prerogatives of its customs offices. 

10. Judicial co-operation in penal and civil cases. The Convention about the Protection of 

Human Rights and Basic Freedoms- addenda nr 6 and 7, the Convention of the Council 

of Europe of 1990 about laundering, finding, seizure, confiscation of incomes coming 

from criminal activities and the Common Action of 3.December 1998 concerning 

laundering of money, identification, fmding, freezing, seizure and confiscation of 

instruments and incomes coming from criminal activities, should be ratified. Poland ought 

also to precise the meaning of "criminal organization" and to introduce responsibility on 

basis of the Common Action of 2l.December 1998 about penalization for participation in 

a criminal organizations and of the Common Action of24.February 1997 about fighting 

against white-slave traffic and against the children sexual exploitation 101
• 

In response to the Common Position the Polish Council of Ministers passed 

"Supplement to the Poland's response to the EU Common Position in JHA matters" on 

12.February 2002. It concerns the visa policy. 

Poland introduced the visa duties for citizens of 9 states I Azerbeidjan, Georgia, 

Tadjikistan, Kyrgystan, Turkmenistan, Kazach Republic, Moldova, Mongolia and Cuba/ from 

14.August 2000 to 3.February 2002. Since !.October 2002 the visas duties have been 

introduced for citizens of Macedonia, and will be introduced for citizens of Byelorussia,. 

Russia and Ukraine since !.July 2003 111
. 

There are considerable concentration of Poles in territories ofByelorussia and Ukraine 

at the borderland with Poland. Also in Poland a considerable number of Byelorussians and 

Ukrainians have been living. They are the Polish citizens. Therefore the Polish authorities 

have tried to facilitate cross-border contacts at borderlands. 

They will continue these efforts to maintain at least some facilitaties already in the 

framework of the EU, ex. so called small border movement 121
, anyway in some periods of a 

year Ill. 

Obligations adopted by Poland in order to implement acquis of the Ill pillar mean a 

considerable exertion and sensible costs. 
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Modernisation, staff strengthening and increasing, development of border posts and 

ways, purchase of modern equipment, inclusion into the SIS and SIRENE, determines large 

expenses that will be borne by Polish taxpayers in spite of participation in the EU funds. 

Ex. to realize a demand of the European Commission about distances betwean border 

posts not more than 20 km at the Polish part of the EU future eastern border it is necessary to 

spend at least 300 mln PLN /75 mln EUR/ 141
• 

Border guards shall be increased in the number. Poland won't be included 

automatically to the "Space of Freedom, Security and Justice" 151 nor to the "Area without 

internal borders" in the framework of the Schengen aquis 161 directly after its entrance to the 

EU. There will be maintained controls at the border with the Federal Republic of Germany at 

least by 2 006. 

However in 3~4 years after Poland's entry into the EU maybe expected that Poland 

will completely integrate with the EU together with its new member states too. 
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Introduction 

Looking at the EU acquis in the justice and home affairs domain - from the 
inside no less than from the outside - means above all looking at an area in fast 
development. Over the last three years the Council has adopted between 80 and I 00 
texts - most of which are legally binding - per year, but still only a small part of the 
ambitious treaty objectives of Titles IV TEC and Title VI TEU and of the Tampere 
"milestones" agenda has been implemented so far. Although some major legislative 
proposals - especially in the areas of asylum and immigration policy - have been 
delayed because of disagreements in the Council the overall pace of progress is still 
impressive, especially if compared to the 1990s. This makes it quite likely that by the 
time of enlargement new substantial measures adding to the acquis will either have to 
be implemented or will be high on the decision-making agenda. One also has to take 
into account that there have been some important initial breakthroughs in certain areas 
of the acquis which are likely to fully develop their knock-on effects only 2004 and 
beyond. A major example is introduction of the European Arrest Warrant- formally 
adopted in June 2002 1 but due to be fully implemented only in 2004 - which has been 
a breakthrough for the principle of mutual recognition in the iliA domain and could 
well be the starting point of more legislative measures on mutual recognition in 
criminal matters over the next few years. 2 

From an EU perspective the challenge regarding the acquis after enlargement 
is therefore not only to "maintain" the acquis, i.e. to preserve what has been achieved 
already and ensure that it is effectively implemented, but also to realise its further 
development potential by making sure that after enlargement the momentum of 
progress is not lost. In the following we will first look at the key post-enlargement 
challenges in the iliA domain, then look at the potential and limits of major post
enlargement diversity management instruments and various possibilities to maintain 
or enhance decision-making and implementation capabilities to finish with a · 
consideration of the importance of trust and confidence for maintaining and 
developing the iliA acquis after enlargement. 

1. The key post-enlargement challenges 

1.1. Increased diversity in political, structural and implementation 
capability terms 

Each enlargement imports new diversity into the EU, not all of this diversity is 
negative, as there are also different experiences, know-how and priorities which come 
into the Union which can add to the variety and effectiveness of its action. Yet 
increased diversity is clearly also a challenge, a challenge whose risks the EU' s 
insistence on full adoption of the acquis and the various efforts made during the pre
accession process try to minimise. 

1 OJ L 190 of 17.06.2002. 
2 See on this point Emmanuel Barbe, Le mandat d'arret europeen: en tirera-t-on toutes les 

consequences?, in Gilles de Kerchove/Anne Weyembergh (eds.), L'espace penal europeen: enjeux et 
perspectives, Brussels (Editions de l'Universite de Bruxelles), 2002, pp. 113-117. 
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In the 1HA domain the challenge of diversity is a fairly specific one - different 
in nature from those in other EU policy-making areas and more sensitive - because 
the AFSJ is in essence a developing common zone of internal security. Internal 
security is an essential public good, and a highly sensitive one of inunediate concern 
to citizens - and voters. Yet what is true for any security system - be it a bank, a 
protected data-base or a car - is also true for the AFSJ- the system is only as strong 
as its weakest link, with one weakness in one part of it having potentially serious 
implications for all other parts. It is worthwhile to stress this very simple -even banal 
- logic because it is one which is underst\JOd not only by practitioners but also by the 
public and the media. If the diversity which is coming into the EU with the next 
enlargement brings weaknesses into the system then this is not simply a question of 
further adjustment to the economic and administrative functioning of the single 
market - which might at the worst lead to some temporary economic distortions - but 
a question of the efficiency and the credibility of the system as a whole as regards the 
delivery of internal security to the citizens of the EU. 

All the candidate countries have made substantial progress towards adopting 
the legal acquis in the 1HA area, and there is every reason to assume that the process 
of formal adaptation of national legislation to the EU 1HA acquis will be largely 
completed by the time of accession. Yet the same carmot be said with confidence 
about other forms of diversity: 

(a) Political diversity 

Fundamental differences between national political approaches to certain 1HA 
issues - such as over internal border controls and responses to drug addiction -
continue to hamper progress towards common policy-making among the current 15 
Member States. The future new Member States will inevitably add their own specific 
political interests and approaches to the existing diversity. Two areas may be taken as 
an example: 

The frrst example is that of external border management. During the 1990s the 
EU has moved more and more towards a tightening of external border controls. For 
some Member States (especially current frontline Schengen countries like Austria, 
Germany and Italy) ensuring a high degree of border security through sophisticated 
and extensive checks is clearly a central objective in the 1HA area. The Union's new 
Eastern European Member States are likely to not fully share this approach. For those 
of them who will be nolens volens in charge of part of the EU's new Eastern borders 
implementing the EU/Schengen external border regime entails major costs in form of 
a disruption of relations with ethnic minorities on the other side of the border, political 
relations with neighbouring countries and well established cross-border trade. These 
countries may at the moment still give a high political priority to the upgrading of 
their eastern border controls because this is part of the conditions they have to fulfil! 
for EU membership. Yet after enlargement the full implementation or even further 
development of the EU/Schengen external border acquis could well become much less 
of a priority for some of the new Member States, perhaps even an area where they 
would seek a revision of the current acquis. 

The second example is that of the fight against money-laundering. Measures 
against money-laundering have become a core area of EU policy in the fight against 
organised crime and ranks high on the current Member States' agenda as this was 
again confirmed by the Conclusions of the Tampere European Council and action 
taken after the 11th September 200 I. Yet the political perspective of the future new 
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Member States may not fully coincide with this priority. A very strict application (or 
· ·even tightening) of the rules against money-laundering could have (or be perceived to 

have) a dampening effect on the inflow of capital, and new Member States could well 
take the view that they can less afford this sort of restrictions than the more developed 
economies of the current Member States. Another reason is that the full 
implementation of the EU's acquis and objectives in this area requires quite 
considerable fmancial and administrative efforts (for the setting up of a special agency 
to monitor fmancial operations, for instance) which the applicant countries with their 
huge needs in other areas might prefer to reduce or postpone as far as possible. Both 
of these reasons provide ample grounds for a different political approach, and it is 
certainly not by chance, for instance, that the Commission's 2002 progress report on 
Poland noted that there has been little progress in aligning Polish legislation with the 
EU money-laundering acquis.3 

These and other instances of potential additional political diversity could 
clearly have an impact on both decision-making and policy implementation. 

(b) Structural diversity 

Efficient EU JHA cooperation requires a certain degree of compatibility of law 
enforcement and administrative structures. This continues to be a major challenge 
among the current Member States with their diversity, for instance, in the areas of 
police and court structures. The new Member States will inevitably add to this 
diversity, with some more specific problems regarding to an uncompleted "catch-up" 
of the new Member States with organisational standards required by the EU acquis. 
One example is migration management. While most of candidate countries have gone 
through extensive structural changes in the management of migration, including the 
introduction of computerised data-bases on aliens, unclear competence demarcation 
lines and inadequate cooperation between administrative and security authorities at 
the central and local level could not only reduce the effectiveness of legislation 
adapted to the EU acquis but also make cooperation with counterparts in the old 
Member States more difficult. It is also not yet clear, to take another example, 
whether all of the candidates· which - like Slovakia - currently have not yet fully 
demilitarised their border guards and still use conscripts will have completed the 
process of creating independent specialised civilian border police forces on the day of 
accession. 

(c) Implementation capability diversity 

This is likely to be the area with the highest degree of post-enlargement diversity. 
Most of the candidate countries have substantial staffmg, training and equipment 
deficits which will still need several years to be overcome. It does not help that, 
because of financial constraints and bureaucratic obstacles, the build-up of some 
crucial implementation capabilities is postponed until the "last minute" before 
accession. One example among many is the problem of understaffmg because of 
recruitment problems and/or fmancial difficulties. In both Hungary and Poland, for 
instance, actual staff numbers of the border guards in 2001 fell around 30% short of 
the official target numbers, and the Commission's recent progress report on Slovenia, 

3 European Commission: 2002 Regular report on Poland's progress towards accession. 
SEC(2002)1408, p. 117. 
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one of the frontrunners in adaptation to the JHA acquis, noted with concern that in 
August 2002 the Slovenian government had only approved the appointment of 392 
border police staff in 2002 and 200 in 2003 instead of the 700 in 2002 and 540 in 
2003 originally foreseen in its Schengen Action Plan.4 Another problem is that in a 
number of cases the likely future new Member States tend to postpone necessary 
adaptation to almost the "last minute" before accession. The later these changes are 
introduced, however, the more likely they are to lead to a significant degree of 
implementation capability diversity in the enlarged EU. Examples are the late full 
alignment of national rules to EU visa requirements, such as in the case of Poland and 
Slovakia, for instance, and the slow progress with the organisation of data-protection 
authorities which are of central importance for the participation in EUROPOL and 
other computerised EU cooperation networks. 

A rather specific implementation capability problem is corruption. It can have 
serious implications for implementation of JHA measures as· police officers and 
prosecutors in old Member States could be very reluctant to cooperate and share 
information with counterparts in new Member States which are perceived to be highly 
vulnerable to corruption. Not all of the candidate countries have so far been equally 
successful in tackling the problem, leaving considerable differences in the risks of 
corruption. The Commission's recent progress report on the Czech Republic, for 
instance, noted that the number of corruption-related criminal offences was 
increasing, that latent corruption is widespread, including in administrative police 
departments.5 Much higher levels of corruption in some Member States could 
obviously have negative implications on the willingness of all to further develop 
intense cooperation on particularly sensitive internal security issues. 

1.2. The impact of post-enlargement diversity on decision-making, implementation 
capability and trust 

All three of the above dimensions of diversity indicated above will remain 
after enlargement, and they will in the first place make common decision-making in 
the JHA area more difficult. The obvious response to this challenge would be a more 
strongly developed EU decision-making capacity is needed. Yet this is - at least 
under the current treaty provisions and institutional arrangements clearly not on offer. 
The main reason for that is the persistence of the unanimity rule which even in the 
Tampere progress evaluation report drawn up by the Belgian Presidency in December 
2001 was explicitly identified, especially in the areas of asylum and immigration, as 
clearly a serious hindrance to progress.6 Yet there is also the problem of the 
continuing lack of mutual confidence of Member States in their respective standards 
and procedures - unlikely to be increased with the coming in of up to 10 largely 
"untested" new Member States adding to the variety of standards and procedures -
and the persisting reluctance to change existing national laws which in the Council are 
in many cases still defended by national delegations as if each of them had obviously 

4 European Commission: 2002 Regular report on Slovenia's progress towards accession, 
SEC(2002)1411, p. 100. 

5 European Commission: 2002 Regular report on Czech Republic's progress towards 
accession, SEC(2002)1402, p. 114. 

6 Evaluation of the conclusions of the Tampere European Council submitted to the General 
Affairs Council and the European Council on 6 December and formally adopted by the Laeken 
European Council on 14/15 December (Council document no. 14926/01). 
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the best legislation on the respective JHA issues in place. As a result the problems of 
the· blockage of initiatives, delays and of the watering down- ·of· texts under 
deliberation could well significantly increase in a Union of up to 25 Member States. 

The post-enlargement EU will face increased implementation problems in the 
JHA domain. One major factor will be the above mentioned deficits in capabilities 
which, at least in the case of some of the new Member States, will last well beyond 
the day of accession. Stating this does not mean to blame the current candidates for 
everything. It most cases their implementation capability problems are not due to a 
lack of political will but to lack of resources and sufficient time to adapt their national 
systems to an EU acquis which has grown enormously since the 1990s and still 
continues to grow at a pace which makes the "catching-up" an ever evolving abating 
challenge. 

Yet the particular difficulties of the new Member States will not be the only strain 
on the EU implementation capability. There are also likely to be new security_ 
challenges linked to enlargement such as longer and more exposed borders and a _ 
potentially increased attractiveness of the enlarged internal market for organised 
crime and traffickers and facilitators involved in the huge business illegal immigration 
has become. All this means that rather than aiming only at "maintaining" 
implementation capabilities the Union will actually need more effective instruments 
and procedures for implementing its JHA measures than those it currently has. 

A functioning "area of freedom, security and justice" depends to a very large 
extent on trust: Trust between law enforcement and judicial authorities across the 
boundaries of the different legal systems, law enforcement structures and traditions, 
but also trust of politicians and their voters in that EU action in the JHA domain 
provides "value added" in terms of enhanced internal security and does not, on the 
contrary, create new risks, for instance, through porous external borders or the leaking 
of confidential data to crime.7 This trust is still not yet fully developed among the 
current Member States. This is shown, for instance, by the fact that some national 
police forces continue to be very reluctant to systematically provide Europol with 
relevant data- which is a constant problem for the work ofEuropol. It will even more 
difficult, at least initially, to build sufficient trust vis-a-vis partners in the new 
Member States, in part simply because they are "new", yet partly also because of 
negative perceptions about insufficient training, potential lower standards and 
corruption. Trust in the capacity of the EU to deliver "value added" in the domain of 
internal security has gradually increased over the last fuw years. Yet it still remains 
limited and fragile. Any evidence, however "thin" it actually may be, that some 
internal security problems might actually be increasing after enlargement could easily 
destroy much of that trust and make Member States less inclined to maintain the 
momentum of the construction of the "area of freedom, security and justice". Because 
of this reason, but also in view of an effective integration of the "newcomers" in the 
existing EU structures and networks, building up trust in the Member States should be 
regarded as one of the most essential tasks in the JHA domain in the first few years 
after enlargement. 

7 On the interrelationship between trust and security in the context of the enlargement in the 
iliA domain see Neil Walker, The Problem of Trust in an Enlarged Area of Freedom, Security and 
Justice: A Conceptual Analysis, in M. Anderson/J. Apap (eds.), Police and Justice Co-operation and the 
New European Borders, The Hague (Kluwer), 2002, pp. 19-33. 
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2. Potential and limits of major diversity management·instruments 

2.1. The Community method 

The Community method with its emphasis on binding legal instruments, 
majority voting, the Commission's exclusive right of initiative and comprehensive 
control by the Court of Justice has the great advantage of producing common 
approaches codified in Community law on the basis of a well defined decision
making process within a single legal and institutional ("constitutional") framework. 
Yet it also has its clear disadvantages because in some areas - such as legal 
immigration, police legislation and penal laws - Member States are extremely 
reluctant to go down the road of common legal norms and resist any attempt to 
surrender national powers to the Community system. As a result many tend to· prefer 
the absence of common action - or at least very long delays before such action is 
taken- to a full use of the Community method. It is quite characteristic that when the 
areas now under Title IV TEC were "communitarised" by the Treaty of Amsterdam 
the Member States actually agreed to this step only on the basis of maintaining 
unanimity and making the Commission's right of initiative non-exclusive. There can 
be little doubt that some current Member States have and some future Member States 
may have in principle objections against the use of the Community in some areas such 
as police cooperation. 

A further problem with the Community method is that it operates on the basis 
of rather cumbersome decision-making procedures which - if combined with 
unanimity - can lead to long delays and least common denominator agreements. Also 
in other respects it cannot always be taken for granted that the classic Community 
would be the most effective way forward. The last few years have shown, for 
instance, that it can sometimes be quite useful, or even more effective, to have a 
shared right of initiative of the Member States rather than an exclusive one of the 
Commission because initiatives from the Member States may have the advantage of 
more expertise on certain issues and may - especially if Member States bring in joint 
initiatives - build up a critical mass for decision-making in the Council than a 
Commission initiative. An example for that was the so-called "Four Presidencies" 
initiative on the establishment ofEurojust in July 2000.8 

In the enlarged EU the Community method should therefore be maintained or 
even extended wherever possible, but it seems most unlikely that it will or can be used 
across all iliA areas, and it may not even be the always the best option for ensuring 
effective decision-making capacity. Some flexibility should therefore be applied: 
There should still be a prejuge favorable in favour of the Community method because 
of the high degree of integration and legal certainty it produces, but not necessarily for 
all issues and not necessarily with all of its traditional components. 

2.2. Enhanced co-operation 9 

The advantages and disadvantages of"enhanced cooperation" as instrument of 
flexibility in EU integration has attracted much debate (and literature) since the Treaty 
of Amsterdam and do not need to be discussed in this contribution. The basis issue 

8 See Jorg Monar, Justice and Home Affairs, in G. Edwards/G. Wiessala (eds.), The European 
Union. Annual Review of the EU 2000/200 I, Journal of Common Market Studies, 2001, pp. 131-132. 

9 We use the term of the Nice Treaty instead of"closer cooperation". 
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with the usage of enhanced cooperation as a diversity management instrument in the 
JHA area ·(as in other areas) is the trade-off it invo Ives between the desirability ·of 
common policy-making- with all Member States participating and moving forward at 
the same time- because of the legal and political coherence this ensures and the need 
to avoid a complete standstill in certain areas if some Member States keep blocking 
further progress which others want. 

If unanimity is to a large extent maintained in the JHA domain it seems more 
and more likely that enhanced cooperation could actually be used as a diversity 
management instrument after enlargement. The fact that the Belgian Presidency -
with the backing of most of the other Member States - "threatened" the Italian 
Berlusconi government with a potential use of that instrument when Italy was 
preventing unanimity on the European Arrest Warrant in December 2001 can be taken 
as an indication that it is no longer considered as a purely abstract possibility. With 
unanimity in an EU of 25 being obviously much more difficult to achieve, groups of 
eight or more Member States- according to the new rules introduced by the Treaty of 
Nice - might prefer this instrument to months or years of delays and blockage. 

Saying that enhanced cooperation could well be used does not necessarily 
mean saying that it will only be used to exclude unwilling or unable new Member 
States. It is seems perfectly well feasible, for instance, that some new Member States 
might be willing to go ahead with some of the old Member States in areas where other 
old Member States are not willing to follow. In the run-up to the Seville European 
Council in June 2002 it seemed, for instance, that some of the current Member States, 
especially the United Kingdom, did not favour the idea, backed inter alia by Italy and 
Germany to gradually move towards a common European Corps of Border Guards, 
whereas some of the current candidate countries gave some support to the idea. 

It should be emphasised, however, that a proliferation of enhanced cooperation 
frameworks would come at a price in terms of political and legal fragmentation within 
the "area of freedom, security and justice", drastically increase the complexity and 
difficulty of common policy-making and reduce transparency. It should therefore be 
regarded as what it actually has been defmed in Article 43(l)(c): a measure of "last 
resort". 

2.3. The open method of co-ordination 

The open method of coordination - much invoked and discussed as a "new" 
EU governance instrument - has already found its way on to the EU agenda in the 
JHA domain: Before the background of the difficulties of implementing the Tampere 
agenda through common legislative measures the Commission suggested in two 
Communicatuons of July and November 2001 to use the open method of coordination 
for both inunigration and asylum policy, proposing the adoption of multi-annual 
guidelines to be implemented through national action plans and monitored by the 
Commission which would also make new legislative proposals wherever needed. 10 

The Commission made it clear that the use of the open method would come on top of 
some common legislation - part of which it has already proposed - and not replace it, 
but it was fairly clear that the Commission saw this as a temporary alternative to avoid 
protracted deadlocks in certain areas of the development of a common approach to 
migration, especially in areas of primary Member State responsibility such as 
admission of economic migrants and integration policy. 

10 See COM (2001) 387 and 710. 
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Could the open method of coordination, then, also be used as a post
enalrgement diversity management instrument? Essentially, the open method could 
allow for some progress to be made in areas where 

(a) the Community method is likely to produce deadlocks because of the Member 
States unwillingness to accept tightly binding policy outcomes 

(b) closer/enhanced cooperation is undesirable because of its break-up effects on a 
common approach. 

Having regard to the new Member States' implementation capability problems the 
open method could have the advantage of making it easier for them to accept certain 
common targets and guidelines as those would be combined with a longer time 
horizon and a certain margin of national flexibility for the implementation of these 
targets and guidelines. 

Yet the open method of coordination also carries some risks precisely because 
of its nature as an essentially intergovernmental coordination instrument. The 
guidelines would likely to be open to different interpretations, their non-adherence not 
subject to any legal sanction and the "peer pressure" might not be sufficient to ensure 
respect of deadlines set. There are already plenty of examples in the JHA domain of 
legally non-binding deadlines- such as those in the 1998 Vienna Action Plan- being 
missed and rather silently put aside. 

In all cases where significant degrees of approximation or even harmonisation 
oflaws and practices are needed to ensure the effectiveness EU policies in a relatively 
short period of time the open method is clearly not an appropriate instrument. There 
would have been little point, for instance, in applying the open method to most of the 
measures taken by the EU in response to the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001. 
There will always be some areas - such as harmonisation of penalties for serious 
forms of cross-border crime - where the open method cannot be applied effectively. 

2.4. EU aid programmes 

Financial transfers through specific EU programmes are also a substantial 
diversity reducing instrument in that "weaker partners" can be helped with bringing 
their implementation capabilities up to the required standards. From 1997 to 200 I a 
total of Euro 541 million under the PHARE programme were allocated to various 
programmes in the JHA domain. 11 As quite substantial implementation capability 
deficits - especially in the areas of training and equipment - are likely to persist after 
enlargement it seems crucial that specific aid instruments are designed in time which 
can replace the existing pre-accession instruments which are currently scheduled to 
end at the latest with the day of accession. 

It should not be too difficult to politically justify the introduction of specific post
enlargement EU JHA aid programmes those: If the idea of a common "area of 
security" with its corollary of the "weakest link" is taken seriously then it should be 
possible to make parliaments, the media and citizen understand that every Euro spent, 
for instance, on the control of the EU's external borders is also a Euro spent on their 
own security. Apart from specific programmes for training and equipment upgrading 

11 See W. de Lobkowicz, L 'Europe et la securite interieure, La documentation Fran<;aise, 
Paris, 2002, pp. 91-93. 
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new instruments of financial solidarity for the costs of the intended "high level of 
safety" within the AFSR 12 should be developed. Community funding for the gradual 
build-up of common border guard structures for the Union's external land borders 
could be one of them. 

3. Maintaining/improving the decision-making capacity 

3.1. The crucial issue of majority voting 

The importance of majority voting for maintenance and development of the acquis 
after enlargement does not need further lengthy explanations. The EU cannot afford 
risking years of delays or complete deadlock in the JHA domain because of the 
unanimity requirement. EU experience has shown that in areas of majority voting 
Member States often behave right from the beginning much more flexibly and are 
more willing to engage in compromise building than in areas of unanimity. The mere 
possibility of a qualified majority vote makes its actual use often superfluous as 
consensus is in most cases reached well before Member States take the risk of being 
formally outvoted. 

By virtue of Article 67 TEC the Council can decide in 2004 to introduce the eo
decision procedure for part or all of the communitarised areas falling under Title IV 
TEC. To take this step- which requires unanimity- is the very least which the Union 
has to do to preserve its decision-making capacity in an enlarged EU. The "Third 
Pillar" should also not be regarded as immune to the introduction of majority voting, 
although certain areas of police cooperation- such as potential operational powers for 
Europol - and approximation or harmonisation of penal laws may still be for quite a 
few years too sensitive to subject Member States to the common discipline of majority 
votes. 

3.2. Streamlining the structures and procedures of decision-making system 

The current working structure in the Council - very much based on the approach 
of having "a box", i.e. a committee or working party, for any problem area or issue -
may satisfy the desire of senior officials in the ministries to be fully involved in 
Brussels but has become increasingly complex and overextended. A reduction of the 
number of working parties and the transformation of some of them into 
multidisciplinary groups with a broader remit could not only reduce the necessary 
coordination effort and speed up certain procedures, but also facilitate the insertion of 
the new Member States into the decision-making system. 

The "Haga process", initiated under the Swedish Presidency in 2001, has also 
highlighted certain problems in decision-making procedures such as Member States 
submitting overlapping or badly timed national initiatives. In an EU of 25 such 
problems could proliferate if the Council's rules of procedure are not adapted 
accordingly. 

12 According to Article 29 TEU. 
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3.3. Increased use of deadlines 

Only a part of the current JHA objectives in the treaties are linked to legally 
binding deadlines. Where this has been done, however, the pressure on Council and 
Commission to act has been greater than in the non-deadline linked areas. The 
Commission's half-yearly "scoreboard" derives also a considerable part of its 
usefulness as a peer pressure instrument from the deadlines set in the treaties, the 
Vienna Action Plan and Tampere. There can be no doubt that deadlines introduce an 
additional dimension of urgency into the decision-making process. For the EU after 
enlargement, therefore, any JHA objective defmed in the Treaties should also be 
linked to a deadline for adopting the respective measures. 

3.4. Increased use of "stand-still" and "sunset" clauses 

The EU's decision-making capacity in the JHA domain has repeatedly been 
impaired by Member States continuing to prepare and adopt diverging legislation in 
relevant JHA areas which complicates or even obstructs the adoption of common 
measures. A recent example is the new German immigration law 
(Zuwanderungsgesetz) which last year made the German delegation in the Council 
repeatedly argue that it could not commit itself to EU legislation in this area before 
the new legislation at the national level would be completed. Some parts of this 
legislation, such as those on family reunification, do clearly not make the adoption of 
common EU measures easier. Within a larger EU this sort of problem could increase. 
A useful remedy could be the increased use of "stand-still" clauses obliging Member 
States not to adopt any new legislation which might provide an obstacle to common 
legal instruments in the respective area. They should be applied whenever and as soon 
as a legislative text has been formally proposed to the Council. 

It is all too often a fairly painless option for Member States to endlessly 
struggle for a better deal in the Council on new EU legislation or to accept long delays 
with the introduction of national implementing legislation as long as the existing 
arrangements still provide an acceptable fall-back position. The use of "sunset 
clauses" - for instance in the context of legislative acts requiring implementing 
legislation - can increase the pressure to act as they provide that existing bi- or 
multilateral arrangements will become invalid on a certain date if they have not been 
changed or replaced by a common legal instrument or followed by appropriate 
national implementing legislation. 

4. Maintaining/improving the implementation capacity 

4 .1. Strengthening monitoring procedures (including benchmarking) 

The EU has already acquired a quite substantial experience with collective 
evaluation mechanisms, the "Standing Committee on the Evaluation and 
Implementation of Schengen" being the most notable example. Such monitoring 
mechanisms will be even more important in an enlarged Union in which some of the 
new Member States might have special difficulties with meeting standards set by the 
old and where it will be important to increase transparency between all Member States 
to avoid false suspicion and distrust. These evaluation mechanisms should obviously 
apply to all Member States (not only the newcomers). The Schengen Standing 
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Committee could serve as a model. Yet there should be separate evaluation 
mechanisms for all parts of the acquis, not only· for the Schengen acquis which 
remains heavily focused on border controls and compensatory measures. 

Such monitoring mechanisms should be combined with a system of 
benchmarking, with Member States then being given some sort of "marks" for their 
respective performance which should increase pressure on those with "low scores". 
The monitoring could also be linked to a system of "incentives", with penalties 
imposed on authorities failing the standards and financial rewards to those performing 
above average. Developing a sensible penalty system could be difficult, however, as 
imposing a fme or withdrawing EU support could be both highly controversial and 
counterproductive if funding shortages are part of the problem in the first place. 

4.2. Improved "best practice" identification and transfer 

The Member States are a huge reservoir of different experiences and practices. By 
analysing and evaluating those and identifying practices which are producing the best 
results Member States can be given an incentive to learn from each other and common 
EU measures can be based on best practices rather than on a compromise between 
good and less good ones. Best practice identification and transfer plays already a 
substantial role in the work of some of the special EU agencies in the JHA area- such 
as the European Police College (CEPOL), the European Monitoring Centre for 
Racism and Xenophobia in Vienna and the GROTIUS training programme. In the 
enlarged EU best practice identification should be elevated to a major objective of the 
AFSJ, generalised across all areas and made a central element of all training 
programmes. The major advantage of best practice identification and transfer as a 
diversity management instrument is that it is both a relatively painless process - as 
there are no formal sanctions - and a cost-effective way of improving implementation 
capabilities. 

4.3. Increased use of common institutional structures and "joint teams" 

Both the creation of common institutional structures - such as currently Europol 
and Eurojust and in the future perhaps a common European Corps of Border Guards
and the formation of 'joint teams" have the triple advantage of increasing the 
operational expertise available to officers on law enforcement or control missions, 
generating learning effects and increasing trust. In the enlarged EU such common 
institutional structures should be appreciated and used also as agents for the 
continuous exchange of expertise and experience. The formation of joint operational 
teams, such as the "investigation teams" provided for by the Framework Decision of 
13 June 2002, 13 bringing together officials from "old" and "new" Member States 
could be particularly valuable in the first years after enlargement. 

4 .4. Introduction of rapidly adaptable support programmes for "weak spots" 

Both external events - such as the sudden increase of migration of refugee 
pressure on certain parts ofthe EU' s external borders - and weaknesses identified in 
monitoring exercises could justify the use of EU aid instruments for strengthening 
"weak spots" of the AFSJ in the interest of the whole. Some instruments- such as the 

13 OJ L 162 of20.6.2002. 
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European Refugee Fund- have already been put into place, but overall there are very 
few of these "emergency aid" instruments and they tend to be under-funded and 
cumbersome to use. In an enlarged EU - where more "weak spots" are likely to 
appear - a more extended and flexible system of rapidly adaptable support 
instruments should be put into place. Financial reserves which could be called up at 
short notice should be provided for by the EU budget in the context of broadly defined 
JHA programmes. A further possibility would be the EU supported "lending" of 
personnel by Member States to other Member States experiencing temporary 
problems at external borders or over particular law enforcement issues such as the 
fight against organised crime, traffickers in human beings or terrorism. The possibility 
envisaged in the June 2002 external border management plan of Member States being 
able to request the intervention of a "rapid response unit" consisting of officers from 
other Member States for problems at border crossing points 14 goes in that direction. 

5. Trust and confidence building 

5.1. The importance of common structures and training for trust generation 

The proliferation of special common structures in the JHA domain- ranging from 
institutions such as Europol over monitoring centres to networks such as the European 
Judicial Network - has recently attracted some criticism, and there is, of course, a 
problem with creating structures- such as the Police Chiefs Task Force- whose role 
and position have been ill defined. Yet such common structures can play a very useful 
role after enlargement because they constitute points of regular encounter and 
cooperation between practitioners of old and new Member States. These can help 
spreading knowledge about their respective law enforcement and judiciary systems, 
increase transparency and create trust through the routine of cooperation. An early and 
full integration of officials from the new Member States into the work of common 
JHA structures - which in the case of Europol is now already well under way -
should therefore be regarded as a priority for both the remaining time before accession 
and the first months after accession. 

5.2. The potential crucial role of a common management of external borders 

In this context the action plan for the integrated management of the external 
borders adopted by the Seville European Council in June 200215 with- as its fmal 
objective - the potential creation of a European Corps of Border Guards could play a 
crucial role in building trust. External border security is clearly one of the primary 
enlargement related concerns among the current Member States. Elements such as 
common operational co-ordination, exchange of personnel, formation of joint 
operational teams and the introduction of burden-sharing mechanisms as part of a 
gradual move towards a European Corps would give the "old" Member States a 
feeling of having an insight into and influence on the way the new external borders 
are managed, provide ample opportunities for sharing experiences between officials 
from old and new Member States and facilitate the transfer of expertise. All this 
would make a substantial contribution to trust building 

14 Council document no. !00!9/02. 
" Council documents no. SN 200/l/02 REV I and !00!9/02. 
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5.3. More extensive use of liaison agents and exchange of experts 

Liaison agents placed in ministries and police headquarters or border control 
posts have played a very useful role in increasing trust and operational efficiency in 
cooperation between current Member States. The same applies to the exchange and 
temporary posting of experts. This system should be expanded in the enlarged EU, 
especially as the current programmes of pre-accession advisers will have come to an 
end by then. Staff shortages in ministries and law enforcement agencies certainly 
impose serious constraints in this area, but the benefits on the trust building side 
would be very considerable. 

5.4. Generating support and confidence among citizens through transparency 
and a better balance between aims of ''freedom", "security" and "justice" 

The AFSJ needs as a basis not only trust between the practitioners involved in 
implementing it but also the support of the citizens it is intended to provide with 
"added value" in terms of increased internal security, freedom and justice. This 
support of citizens should not be taken for granted. There is some degree of suspicion 
amongst civil liberties groups in the current Member States as regards the structures 
and policies currently developed by the EU. These have been accused of being 
essentially repressive in nature and following the logic of a sort of EU fortress 
watched over by a central "big brother" with huge data-bases at his disposal and 
decisions being taken behind closed doors and outside effective parliamentary control. 
Citizens in the new Member States - having still vivid memories of their own "big 
brothers" with their omnipresent instruments of control and repression- could well be 
even more sceptical about the build-up of central EU structures and policies in the 
internal security area. In several of the new Member States the negative impact of the 
Schengen acquis on the traditionally rather open borders to Eastern neighbours is 
unlikely to fuel enthusiasm about the AFSJ. 

It will therefore be of considerable importance to increase the transparency of 
the AFSJ through a better communication of its objectives and progress to 
parliaments, the media and citizens and more effective parliamentary control. It is no 
less important to ensure that beside the internal security dimension the "freedom'' and 
'justice" objectives of the AFSJ are not neglected which means that the institutions 
should aim at a better balance between the three essential public goods the title of the 
AFSJ promises to citizens. Making the Charter of Fundamental Rights a legally 
binding part of AFSJ and further increasing European citizens' access to justice across 
borders would be important elements in such a re-balancing effort It would give to the 
citizens of the new Member States a signal that EU justice and home affairs are not 
only about law enforcement but also about guaranteeing their freedorns and - as the 
Vienna Action Plan said- generating a "common sense of justice" across the EU. 
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The Centre organises: 

./ The Jean Monnet Chair of European Union Politics at the School of Political 
Sciences 

./ lnfonnation Modules and Crash Courses 

./ Tutoring service 
.t ../ Seminars on themes of political and scientific interest 
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T be Centre prol·ides: 

./ An On-line Bibliography on the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership 

./ An archive of the main documents of the European Union and scientific 
publications on the political system of the European Union 

./ CD-ROMs and other information materials on the European Union 
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The Centre publishes the Jean Monnet Working Papers on Comparative and 
International Politics 

45.02 Fulvio Attina, Security cooperation at the regional level: from opposed military 
alliances to security partnerships. Is the Mediterranean region on the right track? 
44.02 Chiara Liguori, La diffici/e construction de /'integration maghrebine et le 
partenariat euro-mediterram!en 
43.02 Valeri Mikhailenko, 11 posto del/a Russia ne/ nuovo sistema mondia/e 
42,02 Martin Schaln, European-American Security in the Post-September 11 World. 
41.02 Fulvio Attinil, I Processi di Integrazione Regiona/e nella Politico Internazionale 
Contemporanea. 
40,02 Stelios Stavridis, The First two Parliamentary Fora of the Euro-Mediterranean 
Partnership: an assesment. 
39.01 Federica Biccbi, European Security Perceptions vis 0 vis the Mediterranean: 
theoretical and empirical considerations from the 1990s. 
38.01 Dimltris K. Xenakis and Dlmitris N. Chryssochoou, Between Good Governance 
and Democratisation: Assessing the Euro-Mediterranean Condition. 
37.01 Men Jing, Changes of Security Thinking and Its Application to Military 
Construction in China. 
36.01 Elena Tedesco 11 Partenariato Euro-Mediterraneo 11 caso del/a Sic ilia. 
35.01 Janxiong Zhang, The "Shanghai Five" and its implications to the Construction of 
Security Partnership in Asia-Pacific. 
34.01 Emanuel Adler, A Mediterranean Canon and an Israeli Prelude to Long Term 
Peace. 



33.01 Florian Gilssgen, Of Swiss Army Knives and Diplomacy. A review of the Union's 
Diplomatic Capabilities. 
32.01 Zhu Guichang, China and the Asia Pacific Security System. 
31.01 Stelios Stavridis, European Security and Defence after Nice. 
30.01 M aria Weber, China's 21st Century Challenge: a Balance of Power between Japan 
and US. 
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• Workshop on The evolution of security in the world system (May 2-3, 2002). 

Participants: Fulvio Attin5., Luciano Bardi, Luigi Bonanate, Serena Giusti, Umberto 
Gori, Raphael Grasa, - Francesca Longo, Marco Mascia, Valeri Mikailenko, Carla 
Monteleone, Caterina Paolucci, Antonio Papisca, Rodolfo Ragionieri, Martin Schain 

• International Workshop on Constructing security partnership In Europe, As/a
Pacific and the Mediterranean: the role of the European Union and China 
(January 30, 2001). Participants: Fulvio Attina, Valentina Barbagallo, Federica 
Bicchi, Roger Greatrex, Florian Guessgen, Tanya Kamchamnong, Carla Monteleone, 
Men Jing, Stefania Panebianco, Stelios Stavridis, Zhang Huiming, Zhang Jianxiong, 
Zhirui Chen, Zhu Guichang, Zhu Liqun, Maria Weber, Wu Zhicheng, Xiao Lixin. 

• Workshop on The EU and the fight against organised crime: towards a common 
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• Summer School on The Mediterranean and the New International Order, (June 

1998) 
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